what you had read in the paper.

Now I want to ask you if I read the information presented and repeated
assumed that you had just got complete information already read from the paper
in an off print or bulletin. If this assumes continuity I am not sure, but I am

just and one would think of striking one and one, thrice, ten, and possibly
repeatedly you told me that the documentation were no
possible

the entire in question last week.

an instructant is that revolution and bulletins and papers and books in the library about
out of print or the same as the bulletins. We could not understand these

paragraphs and the same as the bulletins. We could not understand these paragraphs

and paragraphs that there is no clipping and one small shot on

of a sort of your choice.

and further that the Baghdad, etc., was made on the basis

that the Baghdad, etc., was made on the basis

of the information already read or the ditto section, which is

of the information already read or the ditto section, which is to

of the information already read or the ditto section, which is

to
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4. On returning to Los Alamos I naturally informed Jack Clark of this understanding. He was very surprised that he could have been so wrong. Later that day, last Monday, Bobbe Cole came into Clark's office and confirmed the original story that the October 7 decision had been to limit any one series to two large and two small shots. Moreover, the FY 1954 budget proposals were based upon this assumption.

5. By this time Morris and I were thoroughly confused because we have been tentatively talking of one large and two small shots for Castile, and we have understood that Whitney was likely to propose two shots at least one of which was large. Therefore, I called you on the telephone but due to connection trouble you had gone to Mr. Dean's office by the time I got through and I spoke with Chick Hayward instead. Chick confirmed your original statement to me as indicated in 3. above but also confirmed that the budget proposal made to the Bureau of the Budget was based upon a maximum of four shots. This seemed contradictory to me, especially in view of our conversation just prior to your meeting with the Bureau of the Budget. However, Chick assured me that he believed the dollars requested would cover more than four shots. He specifically advised that we should not limit our planning for Castile by considering a ceiling of two shots to be proposed by Los Alamos if more seemed advisable and justifiable.

The result of all this is that LASL is proceeding upon the assumption of limitation of LASL participation in Castile to one shot in the megaton range, two tower or ground shots in the kiloton range up to approximately the size of ___ and one drop test. This would still allow one megaton type and one kiloton type open to Whitney. While it is not at all clear that we can devise or will wish to propose this many tests for Castile, we would be pleased to have our assumptions confirmed or corrected if they are still in error in some way.
Incidently, Morris plans to discuss with Al Graves and other members of the Task Force at Eniwetok the merits and disadvantages of a plan to divide overseas operations into two distinct parts as far as scientific work is concerned. Thus, LASL would supply a scientific director to the Task Force for Eniwetok operations which would involve exclusively LASL tests. Any work done there by Whitney personnel would be done as if Whitney were a subcontractor to LASL, such as ERI or L. G. and G. For Bikini operations, the Task Force Commander would have a different scientific director supplied by Whitney and the LASL-Whitney relationship would be exactly reversed. The same Task Force, construction contractors, etc., could easily be used at both places. The only problem would be to fix time schedules and this should be easy. Please understand that this is not a formal proposal but just an idea Morris is investigating to see if it might have some merit. We have not discussed it with Whitney personnel nor anyone else yet.

My visit to Washington last week was not only pleasant but very profitable for the Laboratory and the hospitality of EMA was up to its usual high standard.

Yours sincerely,

Original Signed
DAROL FRUMAN

DAROL FRUMAN
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